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What constitutes an effective e-distribution strategy in 2011? 

 
 As 2010 draws to a close and development strategies for 

2011 are in the pipeline, what key points need to feature in 

your distribution strategy? We answer some of the questions 

we’ve been asked recently to help streamline your budget 

and planning process. 

By Ally Dombey, Revenue by Design 
 

 
Give me a great reason to keep the GDS in my strategy 
We’re finding some clients are looking at the cost of distribution to GDS (Global 

Distribution Systems such as Galileo by Travelport, Sabre Hospitality Solutions and 

Amadeus) in isolation and questioning the viability of this channel to market. Add to 

this the increasing number of connections to corporate clients that allow direct 

distribution of rates and inventory via corporate intranets, or a steadily increasing 

market share through other (internet) channels and any distribution manager worth 

the title is going to conclude  “Might be helpful to prepare the ROI on our GDS 

channels”. 

 
In reality the GDS still offer astounding aggregation of travel content and remain the 

key conduit of hotel inventory to over 163,000 travel agents, generating globally 

over 21% of electronic business (TravelCLICK) . For our clients, we see the added 

benefit of a higher ADR, greater spend on property and a channel often mandated as 

a booking route for the most highly prized corporate customers. If corporate 

customers feature in your market segmentation then the GDS remain the major 

route to market. If this really isn’t a segment for you - then think very carefully 

about your real alternative and options. 

 
Reservation Sources for Major Hotel Brands (TravelCLICK) 

  

CRS Hotel Bookings 
Share of CRS 
Reservations 
Q2 2010 

Share of CRS 
Reservations 
Q2 2009 

Percent 
Growth/Decline 

Q2 2010 to Q2 2009 

Internet 52.4% 50.7% 1.7% 

GDS Travel Agent 21.8% 20.5% 1.4% 

Total Electronic 74.3% 71.2% 3.0% 

Voice 25.7% 28.8% -3.0% 

Total for CRSs 100.0% 100.0% 10.7% 
 

 



 

We’re using a channel manager to get our inventory to market 
– do I still need a CRS provider? 
The short answer would be – “See above”- since a CRS (Central Reservations 

System) provider is generally the major gateway to GDS bookings. So, if you have a 

large corporate client base then chances are most of their bookings are going to be 

made in the GDS, and delivered to you via CRS provided by a representation 

company. We know there is corporate booking seepage into other channels but for 

those business travellers that still require flexibility in dates of travel, and an invoice 

post-stay, this booking route remains the preferred option. Furthermore, don’t view 

your representation company as a pure provider of GDS connectivity. Most good 

representation companies will provide business advice, revenue management 

consultancy, channel management solutions and an extended market reach that you 

wouldn’t otherwise achieve on your own, That doesn’t mean  you can’t put all your 

inventory  through Online Travel Agents (OTAs) but we would challenge whether the 

overall cost of distribution and long term RevPAR are optimised. 

 
How do I get my team off the challenges of day to day granular 
issues that ate up so much time in 2010? 

 

Keep staff focused on the bigger picture. Too often the 

distribution manager is fire fighting inventory and channel 

management issues without keeping the bigger picture in 

mind. This results in the implementation of short term 

strategies and a loss of vision. Distribution managers are 

tearing their hair out and Revenue Managers (often one and 

the same person) lose face in front of their HOD colleagues. 

2011 is the year to invest in all the smart distribution tools that are out there. If you 

distribute inventory to more than 5 channels, consider a channel management 

solution that will automate inventory updates to all your channels and minimize risk 

of overbooking or loss of rate parity. Keep up with competitor rates with a rate 

tracking product, and make sure your inventory is optimized in the Property 

Management System, with robust links out to channels either via a channel manager 

or direct interfaces to your key booking partners if the volume of business is there. 

 

Do I need a Distribution and a Revenue Management strategy 
for my hotel next year? 
We say - can one operate without the other?  No. Without a revenue strategy to 

support distribution, there is always a risk that channels end up with incorrect pricing 

or rate parity is lost, leaving huge revenue opportunities on the table.  Equally, a 

weakened distribution strategy tends to attract expensive 

technology and channel creep, with new suppliers contracted 

without checking their true cost of distribution or identifying 

true return on investment. If you’re lucky enough to have 

one person acting successfully in both roles – consider an 

audit of where you need improvements and a few more 

incentives to keep that person with you. 

 
 
 



Do I need to include a mobile distribution strategy? 
The short answer is Yes – if you’re not already involved with discussions on how to 

get your hotel out to users on Smartphone technology via Apps or mobile web, its 

definitely worth keeping a close watch on, and at least a mention in the strategy. 
If you’re a stand alone hotel then it’s the kind of question you need to be asking your 

representation company. Feel free to ask them what their strategy is in this area and 

listen carefully to how your future in mobile applications will be driven as a result. 

It’s not just a role for a great digital marketing agency – make sure you check out 

what hospitality technology solutions providers are also doing in this space so that 

you don’t end up paying for the classic reinvention of the wheel. 

 

So how will Social Media impact our distribution strategy? 
Maybe this should be re-phrased as – how do I get our 

marketing department to stop sending out crazy Groupon 

rates that I have no control over? Social media needs to 

be featuring in a 2011 strategy. It’s a cross departmental 

opportunity, where revenue, distribution, IT, and Sales 

and Marketing all have a role to play. Make sure that the 

social media strategy still sticks to all the revenue 

strategy guidelines but also ensure that your revenue 

team allow the flexibility of playing in a new market, (with and without mistakes) 

and the appropriate checks and balances exist to allow for a successful rate driven 

campaign whilst protecting RevPAR. Your distribution team need to evaluate where 

and how to promote inventory and through which channels you are likely to receive 

any bookings, as a result of your social media campaigns. 

 
Revenue by Design specialises in providing clients with up to the minute robust 

advice on how to deal with revenue management, distribution and e-marketing 

strategies and conundrums.  If any of the issues raised in the above article have 

affected you or caused you concern, please contact us on 07768 904076, or contact 

Ally Dombey ally@revenuebydesign.co.uk 
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